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1

Introduction

1.1

Background and purpose of the study

Llewelyn Davies Yeang (LDY) was commissioned by Braintree District Council to
undertake an Employment Land Review comprising a survey of all existing and
potential land and premises for office, industrial and warehouse uses, and an
analysis of supply, demand and land requirements for the twenty years from
2006 to 2026.
The study has been prepared in parallel with the LDY Urban Housing Capacity
Study for the District, which commenced earlier in 2007. National planning
guidance, as set out in PPS3, states that a potential source of future housing
land could come from surplus employment land, and therefore the findings of
both studies need to be consistent.
1.1.1

Land uses

Any review should examine the employment uses listed in paragraph 2.25 of the
ODPM’s Employment Land Review Guidance (2004). These are:
•
•
•
•

Offices (B1a), both in town centres and elsewhere
Light and general industry (B1b, B1c and B2)
Wholesale and freight distribution (B8)
High technology premises, including research, business and science parks
(B1b)

There are also similar specialist uses such as creative industries, transport uses,
specialised waste and bad neighbour industries. Note that this does not include
off-centre retail and leisure (whether or not on “employment land”).

1.2

Background to Employment Land Reviews

Planning Policy Guidance 4 “Industrial, commercial development and small
firms”, encourages planning authorities to “be realistic in their assessment of the
needs of business.” They should aim to ensure that there is sufficient land
available which is readily capable of development and well served by
infrastructure. It adds that they should also ensure that there are a variety of
sites available to meet differing employment needs.
As part of the review of PPG3, the DCLG commissioned a number of research
studies investigating existing local authority approaches to the monitoring of
employment land as the various approaches were deemed to be inconsistent.
In the quest for a more informative and consistent approach to employment
land monitoring, the then ODPM published the Employment Land Reviews –
Guidance Note. The report provides some useful guidance and suggestions,
although it does not commit local authorities to any particular approach to
monitoring.
In June 2007, Roger Tym and Partners prepared a Draft Guidance Manual on
Employment Land reviews for EEDA/EERA/GO-EAST. So far as possible we have
followed the format and guidance in this Manual in order to facilitate collation of
District Studies at regional level.

1.3

Key study outputs

The outputs for this study are a database and schedule, a GIS map of the site
survey and a report setting out the supply, demand and allocation analysis and
recommendations to include:
• Site release potential (if any) from Employment allocation / use to Housing
potential
• Specific Planning Policy recommendations (for example use restrictions, etc)
• Complementary actions outwith the planning policy remit – such as
marketing, site preparation, etc;
• Future information requirements, monitoring systems etc.
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1.4

Report structure

This report is structured in the format recommended by the Roger Tym Manual
as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Introduction
Policy context
The economy
Land and property markets
Employment sites
Future requirements
Supply and market balance
Conclusions and recommendations.
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2

Policy context

2.1

National policy

One of the four aims of the Government’s sustainable development strategy is
“the maintenance of high and sustainable levels of economic growth and
development”, and PPS1 sets out general obligations on local planning
authorities, inter alia to:
•

“Ensure that suitable locations are available for industrial, commercial, retail,
tourism and leisure developments so that the economy can prosper.

•

“Provide for improved productivity, choice and competition, particularly
where technological and other requirements of modern business are
changing rapidly.”

•

“Recognise that all local economies are subject to change; planning
authorities should be sensitive to these changes and the implications for
development and growth.”

•

“Identify opportunities for future investment to deliver economic
objectives.”

Government policy on employment land is set out principally in Planning Policy
Guidance 4 (PPG4) on industrial, commercial development and small firms.
PPG4, which is to be revised later this year, defines the employment land
requirement in development plans as follows:
“Policies should provide for choice, flexibility and competition. In allocating
land for industry and commerce, planning authorities should be realistic in
their assessment of the needs of business. They should aim to ensure that
there is sufficient land available which is readily capable of development and
well served by infrastructure. They should also ensure that there is a variety
of sites available to meet differing needs. A choice of suitable sites will
facilitate competition between developers: this will benefit end users and
stimulate economic activity.”
Key features include:
• Ensure there is sufficient land available which is readily capable of
development and well served by infrastructure.
• Encourage continued economic development in a way which is compatible
with the Government’s stated environmental objectives; economic growth
and a high quality environment have to be pursued together.
• Adopt a plan-led approach with clear policies for different types of industrial
and commercial development.
• Encourage new development in locations, which minimise the length and
number of trips, especially by motor vehicles.
• Identify vacant and under-used land in urban areas, previously used for
industry and encourage its optimum re-use.
• Weigh the need to sustain the rural economy, with the need to protect the
countryside.
PPS3 on Housing requires local planning authorities, when developing their
strategies for previously-developed land to consider whether sites that are
currently allocated for industrial or commercial use could be more appropriately
re-allocated for housing development.
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PPS7 (Sustainable Development in Rural Areas) sets out the Government’s
objectives for rural areas that are relevant including “to raise the quality of life

and the environment in rural areas, in part through the promotion of sustainable
economic growth and diversification”; and

•

“To promote more sustainable patterns of development:

•

focusing most development in, or next to, existing towns and villages;

•

preventing urban sprawl;

•

discouraging the development of ‘greenfield’ land, and, where such land
must be used, ensuring it is not used wastefully;

•

promoting a range of uses to maximise the potential benefits of the
countryside fringing urban areas; and

•

providing appropriate leisure opportunities to enable urban and rural
dwellers to enjoy the wider countryside.”

Paragraph 5 of PPS7, on economic development and employment, states that:

“Planning authorities should support a wide range of economic activity in rural
areas. Taking account of regional priorities expressed in RSS, and in line with the
policies in paragraphs 2-4 above, local planning authorities should:
(i)

identify in LDDs suitable sites for future economic development,
particularly in those rural areas where there is a need for employment
creation and economic regeneration;

(ii)

set out in LDDs their criteria for permitting economic development in
different locations, including the future expansion of business premises, to
facilitate healthy and diverse economic activity in rural areas.”

2.2

East of England Plan

The most up to date version of the East of England Plan is the Secretary of
State’s Proposed Changes published in December 2006, and subject to a
consultation that ended in March 2007. At the time of writing the final RSS is
yet to be approved.
Policy E1 sets out “indicative targets for net growth in jobs for the period 2001-

2021 … as reference values for monitoring purposes and guidance for regional
and local authorities, EEDA and other delivery agencies in their policy and
decision making on employment matters. Local development documents
should provide an enabling context to achieve these targets. They may be
revised through the review of RSS in conjunction with review of the Regional
Economic Strategy or, exceptionally, through testing as part of LDD
preparation.”
Braintree is included in the Central and North Essex sub-region with Harlow,
Uttlesford, Chelmsford, and Maldon. The sub-regional target is a net increase of
42,000 jobs during the strategy period. There is no breakdown of this total to
individual districts. It should be noted that the East of England Regional
Assembly (EERA) has objected to this target on the grounds that it is too high
and could lead to misalignment between jobs and housing, because it fails to
take account the potential redistribution of employment growth to Stevenage
and Harlow, and should not include any of the 11,000 jobs related to the
proposed second runway at Stansted.
Policy E2 on the Provision of Land for Employment states: “Local development
documents should ensure that an adequate range of sites/premises (including
dedicated land/sites and sites within mixed-use areas and town/district centres)
is identified and then subsequently allocated, safeguarded and/or protected to
meet the full range of sectoral requirements needing to be accommodated to
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meet the indicative job growth targets of Policy E1 and the needs of the local
economy as revealed by up-to-date employment land reviews.
“Where development proposals and issues cross local authority boundaries this
approach should be developed and applied across the whole urban or
development area.
“Sites of sufficient range, quantity and quality to cater for all relevant
employment sectors should be provided at appropriate scales at urban areas,
market towns and key rural centres. These should be at locations which:
•

minimise commuting and promote more sustainable communities by
achieving a closer relationship between jobs and homes;

•

maximise potential use of public transport;

•

minimise loss of, or damage to, environmental and social capital, and where
necessary substitute for any losses and secure positive enhancements. This
will often mean giving precedence to the re-use of previously developed
land and the intensification of use within existing sites over the release of
greenfield land;

•

meet the needs of the region’s significant sectors and clusters set out in the
Regional Economic Strategy or identified through LDDs; and

•

provide appropriately for identified needs for skills-training and education”.

Paragraph 4.9 specifies that “EERA and EEDA will lead in coordinating a

consistent evidence base for, and approach to, future employment land reviews.
This will include issuing good practice advice on how to estimate employment
land needs, taking into account the relevant considerations including the
indicative job growth targets in policy E1.” Draft Guidance prepared by Roger

Tym and partners was published for comment in June 2007, but to date there
have been no District level indicative job growth targets.
Paragraph 4.10 states: “The quality of land to meet the needs of business is one

of the critical factors in ensuring economic success and attracting inward
investment. Local development documents will ensure that there is a high
quality offer of employment land, taking account of the contribution that can be
made by strategic and sub-regional employment sites and the need to provide
the levels of job growth roughly in line with policy E1”.
And Paragraph 4.12 makes the comment: “Surplus employment land may be

released for housing (or other pressing development needs) in line with PPS3.
However it will be important to base such decisions on sound evidence. Land
that is likely to be needed for employment should be safeguarded against other
development pressures.”

2.3

Braintree District Policy Objectives

The key employment objectives relating to employment are listed in paragraph
4.10 of the Braintree District Local Plan Review adopted in 2005. These
objectives are set within the national context of achieving sustainable
development and the maintenance of high and stable levels of economic
growth and development. They are:• “To provide a range of employment opportunities to meet the needs of the

local population, whilst maintaining the environmental quality of the District;
• To seek to reduce out-commuting from the District to work;
• To build economic activity on local strengths – leading to the creation of

employment opportunities for the local area;
• To reuse derelict land;
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• To create mixed-use areas where low-key employment uses and housing can

coexist;
• To facilitate working from home;
• To facilitate rural diversification;
• To improve the environment within industrial and business areas;
• To require employers to make green transport plans;
• To require improved public transport, cycle and pedestrian links to industrial

areas and other concentrations of employment;
• To encourage energy efficiency and sustainability in the location,
development and operation of employment areas”.
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3

The economy

3.1

Introduction

The Braintree District is made up of three market towns – Braintree, Witham and
Halstead – surrounded by a large rural area. Its economy is both local and lies
within the overlapping catchments of London and Chelmsford and, to a lesser
extent, Stansted and Colchester. The overlapping catchments are reflected in
commuting patterns (See Table 3.1). At the time of the 2001 Census, 57% of
working residents had jobs in the District, 28,500 commuted to other areas and
12,900 workers from outside commuted into the District.
Table 3-1: Commuting from and to Braintree District

Workplace

% of Braintree
working
population

Place of
residence

% of jobs in
Braintree

Braintree

57%

Braintree

75%

Chelmsford

10%

Colchester

7%

London

10%

Chelmsford

4%

Uttlesford

5%

Maldon

3%

Colchester

4%

Babergh

2%

Elsewhere

15%

Elsewhere

9%

Source: 2001 Census

In March 2006, the University of the West of England (UWE) prepared an
assessment of the mid-Essex economy for Braintree, Brentwood, Chelmsford and
Maldon District Councils (as discussed in Section 6.3); and in October 2006, SQW
and Cambridge Econometrics (SQW/CE) analysed the Braintree economy and set
out three alternative economic visions for the period 2005-25. At the time of
writing, Braintree Council seems likely to pursue some version of the SQW/CE
Vision 3 – “Where ideas take shape”.
Braintree’s economy is much more heavily dependent on manufacturing than
the national or regional average, and is under-represented in financial and
business services (see Table 3.2). It is nevertheless a very broadly based
economy, more reliant on small firms than the East of England or Great Britain,
and has only ten organisations employing more than 250 people on one site. In
any event, Braintree is not so reliant on manufacturing as the figures suggest, as
a high proportion of residents who commute to Chelmsford and London are
likely to be employed in financial and business services.
Table 3-2: Jobs in Braintree in 2005 by industrial sector

Industrial Sector

Braintree
%

East of
England
%

Great
Britain %

Braintree
% change
19982005

Agriculture, mining

1

1

1

-16

Manufacturing, utilities
Construction
Distribution, hotels and restaurants
Transport and communications
Banking, finance and insurance, etc
Public administration, education &
health
Other services
All sectors

17
7
25
5
15

12
5
25
7
20

12
5
24
6
21

-22
+23
+25
+11
+43

25
5
100

25
5
100

27
5
100

+48
+28
+18

Source: Annual Business Inquiry, 2005
Table 3.2 also shows the change in employment between 1998 and 2005, a
period of strong economic growth in which the District gained 7,500 jobs
(18%), during which time the population increased by 10,800 (8.5%). Its 2006
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population is estimated to be 137,800. Nevertheless, though Braintree has low
unemployment (2.7% in 2006), it has an estimated 11,0001 more workers than
jobs, and more than twice as many out-commuters as in-commuters2.
The growth in jobs over recent years has been far from even across the industrial
sectors.
Whilst there have been large reductions in agricultural and
manufacturing employment, there have been even greater increases in public
and private sector services. These structural changes in the economy are
reflected in the job forecasts. The recent employment forecasts for Braintree,
including those prepared by the University of the WE and SQW/CE are predicting
a continuation of the reduction in manufacturing jobs, though not at the same
rate as the sharp reduction experienced over recent years.
Figure 3.1 shows the SQW/CE Vision 3 forecast by sector. It predicts an overall
net increase in the District of 14,000 jobs between 2005-2025, while
manufacturing loses around 1,200 jobs (compared with an actual loss of 2,400
manufacturing jobs between 1998 and 2005).
Figure 3-1: SQW/CE Vision 3 employment forecast

Vision 3: Where ideas take shape
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These are the most specific and up to date employment forecasts for Braintree.
The Draft East of England Plan (Secretary of State’s Changes) includes Braintree
in the “Central and North Essex” sub-region, a group of five districts stretching
from Harlow to Maldon. The indicative job target for this sub-region is an
additional 42,000 jobs between 2001 and 2021. There is no sectoral or District
breakdown, and therefore no indication of how this would translate into B1-8
jobs in Braintree. In any case Roger Tym comment that “There is no guarantee
that the figures are internally consistent, since they are derived from a variety of
sources rather than a single modelled forecast, and it is difficult to assess how
far they succeed in aligning housing and jobs at sub-regional and local levels.”3
It is important to understand the trends underlying the forecasts in order to
come to a judgement as to how much weight should be attached to them as an
input into deriving the requirement for employment land over the next twenty
years. The Roger Tym draft East of England Guidance proposes allocating the
employment in the National Statistics’ “Standard Industrial Classification” (SIC) of
jobs by industrial sector to B1-8 industry and warehousing as follows:
Industrial sectors:

Manufacturing, some construction, motor vehicle
activities, sewage and refuse disposal, and an
apportionment of labour recruitment and provision
of personnel;

1

In 2005, based on 70,000 residents in employment (Braintree AMR 2006) and 59,000 jobs (SQW/CE
estimate)
37,500 out-commuters and 12,800 in-commuters (2001 Census)
3
East of England Draft Guidance para. 4.3
2
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Warehousing sectors:

Wholesale, road freight, cargo handling, storage and
warehousing, other supporting land transport
activities, post and courier activities, packaging
activities, and an apportionment of labour
recruitment and provision of personnel.

Taking this classification for the industrial sectors, the Annual Business Inquiry
recorded 12,000 jobs in these sectors in Braintree in 1998 and 10,100 in 2004.
Approximately half the jobs recorded in 1998 were in sub-sectors in which
employment actually increased or remained stable during the subsequent six
years. Employment in declining sectors (such as printing, breadmaking, forging,
electronic component manufacture, manufacture of lifting equipment etc.)
reduced from 6000 to 4000. The fast reducing number of jobs left in these
declining sectors may explain why the forecasts are showing a much lower rate
of decline in future years.

3.2

Employment forecasts and the requirement for
additional employment land

In the best of circumstances, translating employment forecasts into land
requirement would be fraught with uncertainty as it would require assumptions
and predictions not only on growth, but also on employment density, and on inand out-commuting, all of which could change over time. In addition
judgements would be needed on whether – and if so, the extent to which – past
trends have been influenced by shortages of sites and premises. These
difficulties become increasingly significant at local level.
One crucial difficulty with a land prediction based on employment forecasts is
the availability of data on job density. Over the last ten years there have been a
few studies, mainly in south east England, some of them surveying large
numbers of firms. However, there is not nearly enough consistent data from
these studies to show how employment densities in factory and warehouse
space have been changing over time, still less what variations there are for new
accommodation or at district level.
Figure 3.2 shows how industrial and warehouse employment in Braintree District
has changed since 1998, using the Roger Tym SIC classification (described in
Section 3.1 above and shown as the solid lines). It also shows change in total
factory and warehouse space (the dotted lines), from Valuation Office Agency
(VOA) data. It is only an approximation as the SICs do not exactly reflect the
people working in this space. The vacancy rate, which in the published figures is
not disaggregated separately for factory and warehouse space, have been
deducted.
Figure 3-2: Changes in factory and warehouse jobs and floorspace 1998-2005
Manufacturing jobs

Braintree B1-8 jobs and floorspace

Factory space (100m²)
Warehousing jobs
Warehousing space (100m²)

14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
1998

1999

2000
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Nevertheless, the chart does show how the jobs and floorspace are changing
over time. At least until 2003, the sharp decline in industrial jobs took place at a
time when the occupied floorspace in the District was increasing. Since then,
the figures show some reduction in space and hardly any change in jobs. There
is a much closer correlation between growth in warehouse jobs and space.
In summary, the salient features of the Braintree economy in relation to the
supply and demand for employment land are:
-

More workers than jobs, and a greater out-commuting than in-commuting,
especially to Chelmsford and London;

-

Higher levels of manufacturing than the regional or national average,
although further decreases are forecast;

-

a higher proportion of small firms than large organisations, compared with
national and regional averages;

-

under-representation in financial/business services;

-

declining B1-8 employment at the same time as increasing B1-8 floorspace.

The national guidance on Employment Land Reviews recognises the inherent
limitations of forecasting techniques and advises that the requirement should
also rely on other evidence, including property market analysis and past take up
of land. This approach is also a feature of the Roger Tym draft East of England
guidance.
There is no definitive job target for Braintree District as it is part of a sub-region
that also includes four other authority areas. In order for the methodology set
out in national and regional guidance to provide a logical progression from
employment forecasts and targets to a requirement for additional or less
employment land, there would need to be good evidence of past and forecast
changes in employment densities and plot ratios for the main B1-8 land use
categories. This data is not available, and to fill this void by making high and low
density assumptions would produce a very wide range of possible land
requirement (as the UWE analysis discussed in Section 6.3 demonstrates).
Our conclusion is that, at the level of Braintree District, the relationship between
jobs and space is too weak for much reliance to be placed on employment
forecasts and job density. Instead we have based our assessment on market
information and on past rates of development. These are discussed in the next
chapter.
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4

Land and property markets

4.1

National and Regional Context

Demand for land for B1-8 development depends not only on the strength and
potential of the Braintree economy and its requirement for space, but also on
supply of existing space in relation to current demand, and on the profitability of
property development. Demand for employment land tends to be cyclical and,
depending on local circumstances, a commercial return on development can
only be gained at certain stages in the cycle.
The last few years has seen an increasing confidence in the industrial property
market that has been reflected in increasing take up of B1-8 land. A market for
new small offices in Braintree has now become established. However, recent
events in the financial markets over the last few months in 2007 have led to a
sharp fall in capital values, which will impact on the appetite for investment in
commercial property and development. It is too early to say for certain whether
this is a short-term correction or a longer cyclical swing, but nationally the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) is now forecasting total returns from
investment in commercial property to be much reduced in the next two years4.
This suggests that we are now at the end of the buoyant phase of the current
cycle, at least for returns, though not necessarily for occupier demand. Both will
be relevant to developer activity.
Figure 4-1: The national commercial property cycle

4.1.1

Offices

Occupier demand for office space has been relatively subdued in most parts of
the country throughout most of the past decade. In the South it sank with the
bursting of the “dotcom bubble” at the turn of the millennium but has picked
up sharply in the past three years. In recent months, while the returns from the
property market generally have been easing, the strongest performance has
come from private sector office development5. The foci of improvements have
been:
• London, which history suggests tends to act as a lead for other markets
• Increased output from the financial and business services sector.
This recent increase in occupier demand has led to the amount of available
office space declining during the past three years even though completions of
new buildings have increased. The RICS Commercial Property Survey is
particularly valuable because it describes existing market conditions but also
polls surveyors for their views on current enquiry levels and trends. This provides
a useful short / medium term lead indicator. The latest report (2007 Q1) shows
that while the demand in London and its immediate environs now shows signs
of levelling off, demand in other places was improving with employment in the
service sector rising at its fastest quarterly pace in over three years. It is unclear
whether this pattern will continue in the context of the effect of recent
4
5

RICS commercial property forecasts, September 2007

Jones Lang LaSalle UK Property Index Q1 2007
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fluctuations in financial markets on business confidence. The current RICS
forecast for returns on investment in offices is for total return on investment to
fall from 23.8% in 2007 to 11.5% in 2007 and 5.5% in 20086.
The regional picture is more mixed. In the East generally there has been an
increase in development starts and a decrease in available stock. But there has
also been a sharp increase in surveyor confidence in the short-term strength of
the market which is offset by an apparent fall in the number of occupier
enquiries. An analysis of development activity from agents Savills earlier this
year broadly supports this view7 and points to high and increasing levels of
development activity in the office market. As it dates from earlier in the year,
this conclusion should be treated with some caution in the context of the latest
RICS report and the recent turmoil in the financial markets which has effectively
raised the cost of development finance.
Investor demand also plays a key role in determining the value and viability of
new development. This has now begun to cool from the historically high levels
achieved in recent years across most of the range of types of property
investment. Market commentators and some of the largest developers now
take the view that the improvement in capital values attributable to investor
demand has passed its cyclical peak and that future growth will depend on rising
rents. It is noticeable that before the recent credit squeeze, investors were
paying historically high multiples of potential rental income to buy office
buildings. This was in anticipation of rising rents in parts of the wider South East
region. The market for lower quality or ‘secondary’ investments has recently
weakened. This category would include most of the office stock in and around
Braintree.
In quantitative terms the market consensus – as witnessed by the trade press,
agents reports and the reports of the major investment companies – is that in
the short / medium term, the rent multiples paid by investors will remain as they
are or else decline. But rents might improve significantly in areas where there is
occupier demand. A benign assumption would be that yields do not fall and
that rent levels in constant terms rise towards the high points that they have
achieved in the past, then the value of office land should improve.
On the other side of the coin, it is likely that construction costs will rise at a rate
in excess of inflation in the economy as a whole, especially in the run up to the
Olympics. Therefore, a more robust assumption for planning purposes is that a
marginal softening in the investment market coupled with rising construction
costs is likely to offset the effect of improving rental values. If so, office land
values as a whole would not significantly improve over, say, the next five years.
If medium term interest rates remain high, they might decline.
In the longer term, it needs to be stressed that unlike residential markets, the
main macro economic characteristic of the office and industrial development
markets is that there is no fundamental shortage of physical development
opportunities in most places. Consequently there is no great mismatch of
supply and demand that might drive up rents and land prices. Rather, land
values are prone to pronounced cyclical fluctuations in both demand and value
driven by macro economic factors, although local patterns are heavily influenced
by specific factors such as transport improvements.
The exception is B8
warehousing space where the availability of land is restricted by its unpopularity
with local planning authorities.
In qualitative terms, it has been anecdotally suggested that the fashion for
business park locations is on the wane, with more emphasis being placed on
access by public transport and the availability of local services. As it stands this
observation cannot be quantified. It is noticeable that the big business park
developers of the last office market cycle are no longer promoting many
schemes. But conversely, in places like Cambridge it would appear that the low
numbers of parking spaces allowed in new office schemes in the town centre
are suppressing the appetite for new town centre office development and
6
7

Source: RICS Commercial property forecasts 2007/8, September 2007
Savills: PMI Report on Commercial Development Activity Feb 2007
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promoting good use of existing buildings which often have more generous
provision.
4.1.2

Industrial and Warehouse Space

The demand for industrial and distribution space has not followed the decline in
the office markets during the past decade and has tended to remain active and
steady, underpinned by demand for larger and taller warehouses. The market
for pure industrial space tends to follow trends in industrial output which have
fluctuated around a long term declining trend. At present demand from
manufacturers is rising, helped by a cyclical increase in exports to the EC, but the
general outlook is clouded by the combined effect of rising interest and
exchange rates.
In terms of occupier preferences there has been consistent demand in recent
years for units at the smallest end of the size range which the market struggles
to deliver at prevailing rental levels, and also the large and tall warehouse units
that can provide the most efficient response to current logistical requirements.
In their Report ‘UK Property Predictions 2007 – Industrial Agents King Sturge,
who are sector specialists, point to a continuation of the latter trend and the
popularity of freehold units at the lower end of the size range.
As with the supply of sites for offices, in most places there is no fundamental
shortage of physically viable opportunities for industrial development, and not a
land shortage sufficient to drive up rents and land prices. Nevertheless, land
values are prone to cyclical fluctuations.
Nationally, the medium term picture in the industrial and distribution market is
less benign than that for offices. Again, the market consensus from the trade
press, agents reports and the reports of the major investment companies is that
in the short or medium term investment yields will either remain at current
levels or marginally soften. The RICS forecast also predicts a sharp fall in total
return on industrial property investment from 17.6% in 2007 to 8.2% in 2007
and 5.3% in 20088.
There is no obvious reason why rents should increase at a significant rate but
once again the pressure on building costs will affect all construction in the South
East over the next five years or so. Additionally industrial and distribution sites
are most likely to be affected by the cost of meeting higher environmental and
site remediation costs. As a result, land values have the potential to fall in
constant terms. In the industrial and distribution sector, the emphasis is likely to
remain on warehousing and a continuing demand for larger units can be
expected. The redevelopment of existing sites might well exacerbate the
shortage of smaller units.
For the Eastern Region, the RICS Commercial Property Survey earlier this year
reported that confidence and activity is comparatively high. It quotes Barker
Storey Matthews view that “demand for freehold industrial and office properties
remain buoyant with a number of good quality enquiries in the market place".
This market has also benefited from improvements in investor demand and the
rent multiples paid for good quality warehouse investments are at an historic
high. However, this assessment predates any effect of the credit squeeze in the
financial markets during the summer.

4.2

Local Context

Braintree District is much more established as an industrial/warehouse market
than as an office market. B2/B8 premises are concentrated mostly in industrial
estates in Braintree, Witham and Halstead, but there are also sites and estates
spread throughout the District in smaller settlements and villages. There is a
wide variety of size and quality of space, with a substantial quantity of smaller,
older low quality units especially in the smaller centres. There is also a relatively
new market for small new office space.
8

Source: RICS Commercial property forecasts 2007/8, September 2007
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4.2.1

Office space

Market overview
Chelmsford is the principal office location for the sub-region. The office market
in Braintree District is mostly local and concentrated in Braintree and Witham,
although there are also offices in rural areas for example at Threshelfords
Business Park in Feering. During the last few years a market has become
established for new out of town units up to 4000 sq ft for owner-occupier
purchase or rent, at around £200 per square foot (psf) and £14 psf respectively.
Developments include Century Drive adjacent Braintree Freeport Outlet Centre
and Skyline 120 at Great Notley.
Small B1 business units have also been developed in rural locations in Earls
Colne, Feering and Steeple Bumpstead and evidence suggests that there has
been consistent demand for these over the years.
Market segments
Demand in the Braintree area can be crudely segmented as follows:
•

•

•

•

Town centre style offices in Witham and Braintree. Typically these might
involve speculatively built office blocks comprising 500 m² or more which
might appeal to firms relocating from elsewhere. Demand for these will be
limited and very cyclical.
Smaller town centre offices. Typically 300 m² sq ft or less and appealing to
local professional and service firms. There is a steady demand for units of
this type especially where freeholds are available. New space will compete
with older conversions. Individual units are often preferred to part
occupancy of larger buildings.
‘Business Park’ style offices. These can appeal to a range of users but attract
fewer firms offering professional services to a local clientele e.g. solicitors
and accountants. In recent years the lack of local services and lack of public
transport on business parks have started to be seen as locational
disadvantages.
Business Centres. These will offer very small units on ‘easy in and out’ terms
which for offices are often based on a single payment covering rates,
utilities, maintenance and some services. The economics of providing space
of this type are relatively unappealing to institutional investors and thus the
supply of space often fails to meet demand. The economics of providing
shared services favour facilities of 3,000m² or more.

4.2.2

Industrial and warehouse space

Market overview
Braintree lost several major industrial employers during the 1980s, but both
demand for, and supply of, floorspace has continued to increase even though
employment has declined. There is a two tier market with new modern space
commanding rents in the range £7.00-£7.25 psf and £7.50 or more for smaller
units; and a second tier of older poor quality premises which let for £3.00-£5.50
psf depending on location and quality. Though there is often interest from
occupants of older property seeking new premises, for many businesses the
additional rent cannot be justified by any tangible savings arising from the
improved functionality of the unit.
There has been steady demand for most types of property over recent years,
and the current vacancy rate of around 8% is also the regional average and is
not unhealthy9. It needs to be remembered that some element of availability is
crucial to the functioning of the market and that vacated units can take time to
sell or re-let. The Council’s portfolio of small units (600-2000 sq ft) has a much
lower vacancy rate of only 3-4%. Again, this is not unusual and there is often
strong demand for functional units at the lowest end of the size range simply

9

VOA data. The LDY survey found a vacancy rate of 9.3%. Though similar, this may be an overestimate as premises technically in use may appear vacant from an external inspection.
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because the property market struggles to provide a cost effective response to
this element of demand.
Overall, market demand has been driven by a combination of local businesses
and start ups, usually seeking small units, and businesses decentralising from
London to reduce property and other costs and escape urban congestion.
There is a general shortage of industrial and warehouse premises in south Essex,
particularly for large and small units. Together these factors have maintained
demand for a total supply of factory and warehouse space in the District that
increased by 8.5% between 1998 and 200410.
A more recent factor is the effect of dualling the A120, which has brought
Braintree to within approximately 20 minutes of Stansted. The surveyors and
agents we spoke to mentioned this as a significant factor for the future.
Market segments
Demand for industrial and warehouse units might typically come from:
•

•

•

•

•

Service sector companies with national distribution networks. (e.g. retailers).
The hubs on these networks can often involve large units of 10,000m² or
more. High technology mechanised storage and picking systems often
require high bay sizes and the scale of investment increases the
requirement for freehold or conventional leasehold property.
Contract carriers. These are either intended to serve multiple clients or a
single client under a specific contract. In the latter case in particular there is
a demand for premises on leases co-terminal with the client contract,
perhaps five years or thereabouts. These units come onto the market more
frequently and are thus standard height and seldom customised to the
same degree.
Local or smaller companies or local distribution facilities. Typically, local and
smaller companies will wish to run their business from their unit. Unit sizes
are often smaller but with higher office content. Another source of
demand for middle-sized units is national companies with local distribution
networks.
Larger Industrial concerns. This tends to be a declining sector especially
where land prices are higher such as in the Home Counties. Very often the
requirement is for bespoke premises and the initial demand is for serviced
land without town planning problems that can be quickly built on.
Smaller industrial concerns. These vary enormously but frequently combine
elements of manufacturing, distribution and administration on the same
site.

It is questionable whether there is a ‘high tech’ sector with discrete
requirements that can be met through speculative development in the Braintree
area. Where so-called high tech space has been built, for instance in the
Cambridge area, it is often used simply as low specification offices. However,
sites should be available for bespoke schemes of all kinds, because there will
always be some employment uses that do not fit easily into any market
categorisation, and that have non-standard requirements. The key point here is
that it is necessary to provide not only a range of size and types of building, but
also serviced sites that can be developed on a bespoke basis.

10

VOA data.
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4.3

Demand prognosis – the next twenty years

4.3.1

B1/B2/B8 land requirement to 2026

Historic rates of employment land development
Compilation of consistent data on employment land development in Braintree is
relatively recent. The data that is available to us comes from two sources:
•

An analysis for the period 1996-2002 prepared by the District Council for
the Local Plan Review in 2004 (See Table 4.1);

•

Annual monitoring report data collated by Essex CC and published on the
EERA website (See Table 4.2).

Though there is published data for the years 2002-5, it has not been checked by
the District Council and is not considered to be sufficiently reliable as a basis for
the analysis in this study.
Table 4-1 Take up of employment land; land developed/under construction 1996-2002
(hectares)

Year
1996/1997
1997/1998
1998/2000
2000/2001
2001/2002
Total
Annual average

Gross (ha)
0.86
1.88
6.96
3.14
2.94

Losses (ha)
0
0
- 0.96
- 0.34
- 0.80

Net (ha)
0.86
1.88
6.00
2.80
2.14

15.78
2.63

- 2.10
-0.35

13.68
2.28

Source: BDC
Table 4-2: Development of B1-8 employment land; land developed 2005-7

2005/6
2006/7

Total net
B1-B8
floorspace
completed
(m²)
29,866
43,016

Estimated land
area assuming
40% plot ratio
(ha)
7.5
10.75

Developments over 100 sq.m.

Source: BDC

The amount of land developed varies considerably from year to year, both
because of the cyclical nature of the commercial property market and because
in Braintree the development in the main comprises a few larger sites. For the
period 1996-2002 it varies from less than 1 ha in 1996/7 to 3 ha in the years
1998-2001. More recently it ranged from under 3 ha in the slowdown after the
turn of the millennium to nearly 11 ha during what is most likely to be top of the
cycle conditions in the last two years. The recent high rate of development
results from large business park sites allocated in the Local Plan Review now
being developed at Great Notley and Sturmer. The Skyline 120 development at
Great Notley has come forward following completion of A120 to Stansted. It
should be noted that the totals are only indicative as the monitoring does not
include developments of less than 100 square metres in line with regional
monitoring guidance, and they are compiled at different times, so the
definitions may not be fully consistent.
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5

Employment sites

5.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the existing employment land in Braintree District,
reporting the results of the survey undertaken for this study. The information
gained from the site survey was augmented by cross-referencing with other
sources of site information. The data on all aspects of the current employment
land supply in Braintree District was then used in subsequent work to enable
assessment of the supply constraint and the implications for demand.

5.2

Guidance on survey work

5.2.1

National and regional guidance on employment land site
surveys

The 2004 ODPM Guidance Note makes clear that a physical survey of the
existing employment land is a key component of any sound employment land
review. Paragraph 5.26 states that at the local level, quantifying employment
land supply needs to include:
•

‘a survey database of existing employment premises and sites allocated for

•

an appraisal of each site covering market availability, ownership, physical
and environmental constraints, accessibility and the quality/types of
business who occupy or will be attracted to occupy each site’.

employment development’ and

The Roger Tym East of England Draft Guidance Manual also recognises the
importance of a comprehensive stocktake of existing employment land.
Paragraph 3.58 states that: ‘Employment Land Reviews (ELRs) by definition

include an inventory and qualitative audit of employment sites. This feeds
directly into the study conclusions regarding the need to find new land for
employment and whether any existing or committed employment sites should
be transferred to other uses’.

It proposes that employment land supply may be divided into Development
Sites (or Land Supply) and Existing Employment Sites/Areas. The Existing Sites,
‘may be assessed to identify those (if any) which are no longer suitable or
required for employment and may be transferred to other uses’.
Finally, paras. 3.68-3.71 stress the importance of distinguishing between use
classes when carrying out the survey, given the differing requirements in terms
of size and location between different classes.

5.3

Methodology

5.3.1

Characteristics recorded

The following characteristics were recorded for each employment site in the
District:
•

Location

•

Company name or name of premises

•

Company business

•

Intensity of use

•

Ownership and/or contact information
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•

Age, quality and/or condition of buildings

•

Number of storeys

•

Use class

•

Whether the premises appeared in Braintree District’s Non-Residential Land
Availability Report 200611

•

Whether the premises or site had been considered for residential
development at any stage of the Braintree District Urban Capacity Study12
process

Although the first eight of these characteristics recorded for each employment
site are common to many, if not all, employment land review surveys, the more
policy-based final three were recorded for two reasons.
Firstly, the appearance or omission of sites from the Non-Residential Land
Availability Report was useful for ascertaining the location, size and constraints
of (usually vacant) sites being monitored for new employment floorspace by the
Council. As the report showed all sites at 31 March 2006, it was a more up-todate source than the proposals maps which shows allocated employment land in
the Local Plan Review (adopted 2005).
Secondly, Llewelyn Davies Yeang has concurrently undertaken an urban capacity
study for Braintree District, and we have used information gathered as part of
the Urban Capacity Study research to inform the Employment Review. This was
particularly useful in cross-referencing the reasons for retention or release of
individual sites for employment use.
5.3.2

The site visits

Every industrial estate, free-standing employment premises and large numbers
of town centre offices and other town centre premises in the Braintree District
were surveyed over two weeks in August 2007. The site visits also included brief
overviews of vacant land allocated for employment but either not yet occupied,
under construction or remaining vacant. The areas and premises visited for
survey were based on site location maps and schedules supplied by the Council.
5.3.3

The results

The survey work resulted in assessment of 499 separate sites13, including vacant
premises, occupied premises and vacant sites, across the District. For ease of
reference, the site details were recorded in five separate databases (see Volume
2: Site Schedules) and maps (see Volume 3: Mapping) divided geographically as
follows:
•

•
•
•
•

Braintree (including Great Notley)

Witham
Halstead
North of District (north of A120)
South of District (south of A120)

11
The Non-Residential Land Availability Report 2006 covers only vacant sites or sites with planning
permission. It does not include vacant units.
12
Undertaken concurrently by Llewelyn Davies Yeang in 2007.
13
It was found, for the purposes of the survey, that individual premises making up a smaller estate (which
may be either free-standing or located within a larger employment area), typically of approximately 10 or
so units, each usually of less than 500 square metres, were most efficiently counted as one site (and then
broken up into use classes based on occupiers).
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Figure 5-1: The five survey areas

5.4

The sites

5.4.1

Geographical distribution

The distribution of employment sites across Braintree District varied widely by
location (see Table 5-1). The subdivision with the greatest number of sites was
Braintree including Great Notley, with 156 separate sites. The more rural north
and south had 50 and 29 respectively. These figures do not suggest a greater
concentration of sites in the north, because the northern subdivision is more
than twice as large as the south. In fact, there is a somewhat greater density of
rural and village sites in the south, probably due to the relative proximity of
major road and rail infrastructure.
Table 5-1: Geographical distribution of sites across the District

Location

Number of sites

Braintree (including
Great Notley)

157

Witham

147

Halstead

115

North of District

50

South of District

30

TOTAL

499

5.4.2

Site sizes and types

In order to be as inclusive as possible, no lower limit was adopted for the size of
sites surveyed, as amongst other things this would have ruled out many of the
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town centre offices in Braintree, Witham and Halstead. The only premises that
were not surveyed to the same level of detail as the others were those within
smaller business parks. Even here, though, all eleven survey criteria were applied,
albeit that some (such as, for example, ‘intensity of use’) were applied to the
entire small business park rather than each individual premises within it.
At the other end of the scale, some sites, particularly vacant allocation sites,
extend over many hectares. All site areas were measured on GIS, a computerbased mapping system, with the proviso that if the site included existing
buildings (as the vast majority did), that only the building area(s) were measured.
If the site did not include completed buildings currently in employment use,
then in most cases the entire site area was measured14. This applied to the
following categories of site:
1. Allocated, vacant employment land, usually greenfield or cleared brownfield
land
2. Allocated employment land with units or buildings under construction but
incomplete
3. Sites inaccessible on day of survey
4. Employment land currently in use but with no permanent structures on the
site
Only three sites fell into the third category outlined above. In each case the
external inspection would not distinguish which buildings are in employment use
and which are not. So the entire site area was measured from the GIS.
•

The former IFF factory in the countryside near Liston, which is a large
redundant site comprising dozens of buildings, most of which are probably
unsuitable for modern employment uses. Little can be seen from an off-site
external inspection. Part of the site falls within Babergh District.

•

The Ministry of Defence Police and Guarding Agency headquarters at
Wethersfield. This military installation is closed to visitors. Like the former IFF
factory, it consists of a large number of airfield buildings within a perimeter
fence.

•

Rivenhall Airfield.

Only a few sites (totalling 5299 square metres) fell into the fourth category,
namely in active employment use but consisting of temporary buildings (e.g.
portakabins) on a larger area of hardstanding (used, for example, as coach or
lorry parks). Again, here, the entire site area was recorded rather than the area
of the temporary structure alone, as the entire area is effectively in active
employment use. Sites of this type were counted as employment floorspace in
use rather than vacant employment floorspace.

5.5

The data

5.5.1

Floorspace totals

After the surveyed premises were measured for floorspace as described above,
the building footprints were multiplied by the number of storeys. This provided
an approximate total floorspace for each of the five sub-areas as follows:

14
Note that although the size of vacant sites was measured, this does not relate directly to any future
floorspace figure, as this would depend on the scale of development. The future floorspace figure cannot
be conclusively stated until planning permission for employment use is granted on the site.
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Table 5-2: Employment floorspace in Braintree District as at August 2007

Location

Employment
floorspace in square
metres15

Braintree (including
Great Notley)

394,364

Witham

516,660

Halstead

105,525

North of District

386,573

South of District

51,568

TOTAL

1,454,690

NB: Table excludes surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below. Table includes
all buildings, both vacant and occupied, but does not include the first three of
the four categories listed under paragraph 5.4.2.
Despite the fact that Witham has fewer employment sites than Braintree, they
tend to be large-footprint B2 and B8 industrial premises (see below) rather than
smaller B1 offices. This explains why Witham has the most floorspace of any
location in Braintree District.

5.6

Detailed results

5.6.1

Intensity of use

Each site was ranked on a scale from 1 to 5 where five was the most intensely
used and one the least. The scale only applied to sites in active employment
use. Vacant sites were given a score of zero. It is important to note that this
qualitative judgement is subjective, given that the intensity of use of
employment premises might vary from day to day or even hour to hour, and
that the judgement can only be applied at the precise time of survey. The
indicator is nevertheless useful to some extent in determining those
employment sites that may be contributing more to the economy than others.
A detailed description of the intensity scores is as follows:
Score 1

Indisputably occupied, but with very little sign of activity. No
vehicle deliveries during survey, no stock stacked in the building’s
curtilage, no people around. Borderline vacant in some cases

Score 2

Occupied, with a few signs of activity- perhaps one parked vehicle,
but only one or two people.

Score 3

Averagely used. Moderate number of vehicles observed, some
moving. Some people visible, stacks of stock.

Score 4

Intensively used. Moderate number of vehicles moving into, out of
and around site. Other evidence of intensive use, such as noise,
people moving, stock being moved

Score 5

Heavily used. Large number of vehicles, many moving into, out of,
and around the site. Noise, many people moving around, large
amounts of stock or activity visible.
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Table 5-3: Intensity of use of Braintree District Employment Premises as percentage of
all sites

Intensity
of use
Score 1

Intensity
of use
Score 2

Intensity
of use
Score 3

Intensity
of use
Score 4

Intensity
of use
Score 5

%

%

%

%

%

Braintree
(including
Great
Notley)

2

6

25

50

5

Witham

3

7

31

32

17

Halstead

3

5

33

38

4

North of
District

7

20

18

33

20

South of
District

4

11

33

36

7

3.8

9.8

28

37.8

10.6

Location

Braintree
district
average

NB: Numbers do not add to 100 as table includes only occupied employment premises and excludes
vacant premises and sites, with percentages given as a proportion of all premises and sites. Table
excludes surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below.

Table 5.3 shows that, on this indicative scoring, almost 14% of premises were
occupied by low intensity uses (scores 1 and 2), and that those in rural areas
tend to be less intensively used than urban premises.
5.6.2

Age, quality and condition

Each site was further ranked on a scale from 1 to 5 where five is the most
modern, best quality or in the best condition and one the worst quality and/or
condition. The scale only applies to sites in active employment use. As with the
intensity scores, vacant sites or premises were given a score of zero. This
qualitative judgement was less subjective than 5.6.1 above, as age, quality and
condition does not vary from day to day to the same extent as intensity of use,
and is therefore more useful as a general indicator of the condition of the
current stock. It should be noted that this classification does not take into
account issues such as vehicular access or eaves heights, that are often
important considerations in assessing suitability for modern industrial and
distribution activities.
The age/quality/condition scores is as follows:
Score 1

Ramshackle, semi-derelict or otherwise poor condition of building
structurally.

Score 2

Building structurally intact but in poor condition in terms of
paintwork, signage, tiling etc.

Score 3

Average building- perhaps older (from, e.g. 1960-70s) but with
little evidence of poor condition – equally, little sign of renovation,
e.g. new drainpipes, roofing etc.

Score 4

Usually building from 1980s or onwards, with evidence of recent
renovation of paintwork, drains, landscaping or roofing but with
some parts showing small signs of ageing.

Score 5

Brand new or very recently renovated building, with all external
features such as paintwork, roofing, landscaping, signage and
drainage in very good condition.
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Table 5-4: Age, quality and/or condition of employment sites in Braintree District as a
percentage of all sites

Age,
quality or
condition
Score 1

Age,
quality or
condition
Score 2

Age,
quality or
condition
Score 3

Age,
quality or
condition
Score 4

Age,
quality or
condition
Score 5

%

%

%

%

%

Braintree
(including
Great
Notley)

3

3

23

53

13

Witham

1

12

48

19

15

Halstead

0

5

47

33

4

North of
District

16

40

8

6

27

South of
District

0

40

36

18

7

Braintree
district
average

4

20

32.4

25.8

13.2

Location

NB: Numbers do not add to 100 as table includes only occupied employment premises and excludes
vacant premises and sites, with percentages given as a proportion of all premises and sites. Table
excludes surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below.

As would be expected, geographically there is a similar pattern of quality of
premises, as for intensity of use. Table 5-4 shows the locations in the District that
have undergone the most recent development. Braintree and Great Notley, for
example, have seen more recent employment land development in general
(scores of 4 and 5) than Halstead or Witham (although the north east of Witham
industrial estate, only 2 or 3 years old, gives Witham a high proportion of score 5
premises). Halstead tends to display a relatively homogenous middle-aged,
medium condition stock, mostly located on the 1950s to 1960s Bluebridge
Estate.
Again, the north of the District has some very poor condition stock, but recent
new development, most notably at Haverhill Business Park and at Earls Colne
Airfield, gives it the highest percentage of score 5s in the District. Finally, the
relative absence of new developments in the South is also notable, although
Threshelfords Park at Feering is an exception.
5.6.3

Vacancy rates

In all five of the sub-areas, vacant premises were found. These varied widely
from relatively run-down stock that was obviously long-term vacant, to
temporarily vacant premises undergoing refurbishment, and brand new units
not yet occupied. As previously explained, “vacant premises” is defined as
completed buildings that have no discernable occupier on the day of inspection.
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Table 5-5: Employment premises vacancy rates across Braintree District

Vacant
floorspace
in square
metres

Vacant
floorspace
as % of all
employment
floorspace

Braintree (including
Great Notley)

74,933

19.1

Witham

43,305

8.4

Halstead

6,699

6.4

North of District

7,667

2.0

South of District

2,083

4.0

134, 569

9.28

Location

Braintree
district total

NB: Numbers may not add due to rounding. Table includes premises only, not vacant sites. Table
excludes surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below.

These figures are marginally higher than the VOA data for bulk uses (8%). It is
notable that three sub-areas have below average vacancy, with only Witham and
Braintree above 8%. In the latter case this is partly because some new premises
at Skyline 120 were completed but not yet occupied at the time of the survey.
5.6.4

Use classes

The employment floorspace surveyed fell into a surprisingly large number of use
classes - thirteen in total. This was due to the large variety of uses, mostly in
town centres, that went beyond the class B1/B2/B8 industrial designations. A1-5
use classes, although surveyed in a number of locations, were all excluded for
the purposes of this chapter irrespective of where they are located. The 13 use
classes found during the survey were:
A1- Shops
A2- Financial and professional services
A3- Restaurants and cafes
A4- Drinking Establishments
A5- Hot Food Takeaway
B1- Business
B2- General Industrial
B8- Storage, Wholesale and Distribution
C1- Hotels
C2- Residential Institutions
D1- Non-residential Institutions
D2- Assembly and Leisure
SG (Sui Generis)- Other uses
Table 5-6 below sets out the various uses surveyed across Braintree District by
sub-area.
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Table 5-6: Floor area (in square metres) of use classes in Braintree District

Use class

B1 Business
B2 General
Industrial
B8 Storage,
Wholesale and
Distribution
C1 Hotels
C2 Residential
Institutions
D1 Nonresidential
institutions
D2 Assembly
and Leisure
Sui Generis
(other uses)
TOTAL
OCCUPIED
FLOORSPACE

Braintree
(including
Great
Notley)

Witham

Halstead

North of
District

South of
District

Braintree
District Total

95,679

192,353

26,239

14,414

25,235

353, 920

130,352

141,612

45,401

58,499

22,487

398,351

43,380

101,538

9,054

2,054

5,901

161,927

1,866

-

-

2,236

5,744

9,846

3,528

-

2,260

-

-

5,788

26,145

5,454

1,327

104

531

33,561

12,480

3,459

3,672

-

1,618

21,229

17,565

23,527

8,337

3,999

225

53,653

330,995

467,943

96,290

81,306

61,741

1,038,275

NB: C1, C2, D1, D2 and Sui Generis use class totals do not equate to total Braintree District floorspace for given use class. Table excludes
surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below.

Table 5-7: Percentage split of use classes in Braintree District

Use class
floorspace
percentage of
total
B1 Business
B2 General
Industrial
B8 Storage,
Wholesale and
Distribution
C1 Hotels
C2 Residential
Institutions
D1 Nonresidential
institutions
D2 Assembly
and Leisure
Sui Generis
(other uses)

Braintree
(including
Great
Notley)

Witham

Halstead

North of
District

South of
District

Braintree
District Total

28.9

41.1

27.3

17.8

40.8

34.52

39.4

30.3

47.2

71.9

36.4

37.61

13.1

21.7

9.4

2.5

9.6

15.76

0.6

0.0

0.0

2.8

9.3

0.96

1.1

0.0

2.3

0.0

0.0

0.56

7.9

1.2

1.4

0.1

0.8

3.27

3.8

0.7

3.8

0.0

2.6

2.07

5.3

5.0

8.7

4.9

0.3

5.23

NB: C1, C2, D1, D2 and Sui Generis use class totals do not equate to total Braintree District floorspace for given use class. Table excludes
surveyed sites detailed in section 5.7 below.

Table 5-6 and 5.7 shows that Witham has the highest proportion of B1 industrial
uses. This is mostly due to the Witham Industrial Estates and a higher number of
town centre office premises than in either Braintree or Halstead. Witham is also
home to the vast majority of B8 uses due to proximity to the A12. By contrast,
B8 has not developed to the same extent in Braintree, probably because the
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improvements to the A120 needed for logistics business have been more
recent. The relatively large proportion of B2 floorspace in most locations
underlines the strength of traditional manufacturing across the District: indeed,
it was the most commonly observed use in all locations except for in Witham
and adjacent areas in the south of the District. The North appears particularly
reliant on industrial rather than office space.

5.7

Other surveyed sites

Two categories of site or individual sites were classed as ‘other’ and were
therefore excluded from the tables above, in order not to distort the reporting
of the main employment category figures.
The first exclusion was the entire category of retail-related sites- the A1-5
classes. A number of the sites that that we were asked to survey fall more into
the definition of retail warehouses, rather than employment land. This was
particularly the case where there was found to be a relatively high mixing of
retail uses within industrial estates, most notably at Galleys Corner and at
Braintree Freeport, both within the Braintree and Great Notley area. Although
some, much smaller areas of retail use were found among employment
locations in other parts of the District (e.g. snack bars in industrial estates), only
in Braintree is there large-scale mixing of retail and industrial uses. For the sake
of completeness, the floor areas of the retail uses surveyed are set out in Table
5-8 below.
The second major exclusion from the tables is the previously-noted MOD Police
and Guarding Agency at Wethersfield Airfield. This was measured as a Sui
Generis employment site occupying 295,600 square metres (29.56 hectares).
Its inclusion under the Sui Generis total for the North of the Area would greatly
distort the overall totals. As this site can genuinely be defined as a ‘one-off’ for
the purposes of this Employment Land Review, it has been omitted.
Table 5-8: Retail sites within employment areas surveyed in the District

‘A’ classed
floorspace
categories
A1- shops
A2- Financial and
professional
services
A3 Restaurants
and cafes
A4 Drinking
Establishments
A5 Hot Food
Takeaway

Braintree
(including
Great
Notley)
64,334

Witham

Halstead

North of
District

South of
District

Braintree
District
Total

4,373

311

1,436

-

70,454

4,839

-

-

142

-

4,981

7,229

403

-

-

-

7,632

2,134

-

-

424

-

2,558

2,024

634

-

-

-

2,658

NB: All site areas in square metres. A1-A5 use class totals do not equate to total
Braintree District floorspace for given use class.

5.8

Other Employment Land in Braintree District

5.8.1

Definition

The survey included vacant or greenfield employment land that was allocated in
the Local Plan Review as well as sites over 0.25 ha currently or previously in
employment use but not allocated. As set out in 5.4.2, this land falls into three
main categories – vacant greenfield land, vacant brownfield land and long-term
vacant sites inaccessible on the day of survey (including the Rivenhall Airfield and
IFF sites that are not allocated in the Local Plan Review although their former use
was for employment).
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5.8.2

Non-Residential Land Availability Report 2006

As noted in 5.3.1 above, a record was made of the sites included in Braintree
District Council’s ‘Non-Residential Land Availability’ document16. This was useful,
as it aided understanding of the site characteristics and locations of
employment land currently being monitored for development by the Council.
Some of the sites in the Report were vacant land (which is discussed in more
detail below) and some were existing employment premises being expanded.
The results of this aspect of the survey are set out in Table 5-9 below.
Table 5-9: Sites appearing in non-residential land availability report 2006

Location

Floorspace or site area
featuring in NonResidential Land
Availability Report 2006
(square metres)

Floorspace or site area in
Non-Residential Land
Availability Report 2006 as %
of all floorspace in the area

Braintree
(including Great
Notley)

199,905

50.99

Witham

157,557

30.6

Halstead

42,118

39.91

North of District

69,219

17.92

South of District

11,023

21.38

Braintree
District total

479,822

33.09

Table 5-9 shows that there is land in every part of the District available for
employment development. However, the reasons for availability differ between
locations. In Braintree, almost all the land is in large vacant or Greenfield sites
adjacent to or within existing employment areas. In Witham and Halstead, the
same is true, except for Maltings Lane (see 5.8.3 below). The North of the
District has the highest proportion, mainly as a result of development at
Haverhill Business Park. Finally, the South is also well-represented, mainly due to
proposed developments at Kelvedon and in neighbouring Feering (at
Threshelfords). These developments have been completed since publication of
the Report.
5.8.3

Locations

Table 5.10 sets out the broad locations and extent of the employment sites that
are vacant in Braintree District. The Table includes greenfield land allocated for
employment use in the Local Plan Review, but excludes small vacant existing
employment sites less than 0.25 ha. The larger existing sites comprise vacant or
mostly vacant land or buildings where a judgement has been taken that it is
unlikely that the existing buildings will be occupied by new B1-8 activities. In
other words, these are sites which would most likely require redevelopment in
order to attract future employment. The sites in the totals in Table 5.10 include
the former IFF factory Liston (5.2 ha), the under-used former Crittalls site at
Silver End (1.1 ha vacant, with the remainder occupied by Lairds) and a group of
vacant or partially occupied sites and poor quality buildings in the Broton Drive
Estate in Halstead (total 0.8ha).

16
The sites monitored in this document are either vacant but allocated employment sites or sites subject
to an existing planning permission.
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Table 5-10: Employment Land vacant or allocated in Local Plan Review in Braintree District as at
August 2007

Location

Site area of vacant or
allocated land
(hectares)

Vacant or allocated
employment land as
% of currently existing
floorspace

Braintree (including
Great Notley)

9.0

23.1

Witham

14.5

37.2

Halstead

4.4

11.3

North of District

8.8

22.6

South of District

1.1

1.9

Braintree District
total

37.8

25.98

NB: Percentage of currently existing floorspace includes all occupied and vacant floorspace. Sites in
table that constitute employment land allocated in the Local Plan Review are mapped in Figures 5.2
to 5.7 below.

The land allocated in the Local Plan Review that is still undeveloped varies widely
by type across the district. As with land in the Non-Residential Availability
Report, most sites within this category of land are either within or adjacent to
existing industrial locations. The largest sites are at Maltings Lane and Great
Notley (see Figure 5.2)17 for the second phase of the Skyline 120 development.
Other sites are to be found at the Springwood Industrial Estate (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5-2: Undeveloped employment land at Great Notley, Braintree as at August 2007

17

NB: Figures 1-8 not to scale.
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Figure 5-3: Undeveloped employment land at Springwood Industrial Estate, Braintree
as at August 2007

At Witham, there are some sites within Witham industrial estate, particularly in
the north east of the estate, which is still expanding as an employment location
(see figure 5.4). However, the total for Witham also includes the largest parcel
of allocated employment land in the whole of Braintree District – 10 hectares at
Maltings Lane, adjacent to the A12 (see figure 5.5).
Figure 5-4: Undeveloped employment land in north east Witham as at August 2007
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Figure 5-5: Undeveloped employment land at Maltings Lane, Witham as at August 2007

In Halstead, the only large parcel of vacant allocated land is the northern
extension to the Bluebridge Industrial Estate, which is 2.9 hectares in area.
Other smaller pieces of land are to be found within Bluebridge Estate itself (see
Figure 5.6).
Figure 5-6: Undeveloped employment land at Bluebridge Estate, Halstead as at August
2007

In the north of the district, the entire allocated land total is accounted for at
Haverhill Business Park (Figure 5.7 shows the extent of remaining vacant land
there as at August 2007).
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Figure 5-7: Undeveloped employment land south of Haverhill as at August 2007

Broadly speaking, therefore, it would appear that the majority of vacant
employment land available for development is associated with the trunk road
network, particularly the large sites near the A12 in Witham, those along the
A120 in Braintree, and the Haverhill Business Park alongside the A1017.

5.9

Conclusions

Within Braintree District, 499 separate employment sites were surveyed. These
tended to be concentrated toward the south of the District, including in Witham
and Braintree itself. Witham has the largest total B1-8 floorspace, due to the
size of units at Witham Industrial Estate. Intensity of use tends to be greater in
urban than in rural areas. Derelict or outdated units are most prevalent outside
the main urban areas and to the north of the A120, but across the District most
places have at least one large new development.
The rate of vacant premises is close to the national average across the District. It
is notable that three sub-areas have below average vacancy, with only Witham
and Braintree above 8%. In the latter case this is partly because some new
premises were completed but not yet occupied at the time of the survey.
There is a higher proportion of B1-8 uses in Witham than in Braintree, with B1
and B8 particularly strong here. Across the rest of the District, B2 is generally the
strongest of the traditional industrial categories, particularly in the north, with
reducing proportions of warehousing the further north one travels.
Undeveloped or vacant employment land falls into three main categories –
greenfield land, brownfield land and long-term large sites. Taken together, they
total almost 38 hectares. The suitability of these sites for future employment
development is discussed in Chapter 7. A substantial proportion of allocated
land remains for take up by the market, mainly along the District’s major road
corridors, particularly the A12 at Witham, the A120 at Braintree and A1017 at
Haverhill.
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6

Future requirements

6.1

Defining the requirement

Chapter 2 described the national policy framework set out in PPS1 and PPG 4. In
summary the Local Planning Authority must:
•
•
•
•

Maintain high and sustainable levels of economic growth and development
Ensure that suitable locations are available for industrial, commercial and
similar developments so that the economy can prosper
Provide for choice, flexibility and competition
Be realistic in their assessment of the needs of business.

There is no stipulation either in Planning Policy Statements/Guidance Notes or in
the ODPM 2004 Guidance Note on Employment Land Reviews as to how much
land should be provided, nor how far into the future sufficient sites should be
identified by specific designations. However, the Roger Tym Draft Guidance for
the East of England proposes a similar approach to PPS3 on housing land
allocations:
•
“Identify enough immediately available (unconstrained) sites for five years

ahead, to cover the forecast quantitative requirements and quantitative mix

•

(sic);
“For the rest of the Plan period, identify land in broader terms, including

some sites which are currently constrained, broad areas and perhaps an
allowance for windfalls.”

The Roger Tym Draft Guidance also proposes a provision for a “frictional margin”
of land in the planning and development pipeline – land that should be provided
over and above forecast demand if the market is to operate smoothly. We have
assumed that, in the Braintree context, this is likely to equate to around two
years supply allowing one year for design and approval and one year for
construction. The Roger Tym draft Guidance does not recommend any further
allowance for choice, preferring an approach that identifies land on a rolling
basis, updating the allocations on a regular basis depending on actual take up.

6.2

Provision of employment land

There are obvious hazards in long term forecasting. Extrapolating historic
trends is a starting point although there is the difficulty that demand is
influenced by supply.
In estimating the requirement, the following general considerations have been
taken into account:
•
There is steady demand for second hand and lower quality premises;
•
Generally redevelopment for other purposes should not be contemplated.
Similarly, sites occupied by low intensity industrial, storage or transport
businesses are in short supply;
•
In some cases the redevelopment of existing low quality and underused
space may be facilitated by permitting an element of higher value space, as
part of a mixed use scheme;
•
There is likely to be a market for some good quality small new office units in
or near Braintree and Witham town centres. In Braintree there are one or
two potential sites, such as the former Department of Employment
premises in Panfield Lane and the Bus Station site in Manor Street and
possibly also Causeway House if the Council decides to relocate. Land is
scarcer in Witham;
•
In Braintree and Witham there are a few large office buildings that have
recently come available or will shortly do. These should generally be
safeguarded for future employment use.
At Braintree District level, the best guide to how much land should be
specifically allocated to B1-8 employment uses is the rate of development over
previous years. This is set out in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For the period 1996-2002,
which commenced with the emergence from the recession of the early 1990s
and ended in the slowdown following the dotcom bubble, the average rate of
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development of B1-8 employment land was 2.6 ha per year, though this figure
includes sites under construction as well as completions. More recently, 7 ha
and 10 ha of employment land was developed in 2005/6 and 2006/7
respectively, in market conditions that probably reflect the top of the economic
cycle.
On the assumption that the high rate of development during the last two years
is a short term phenomenon, but that an across-the-cycle average will be
somewhat higher than the 1996-2002 average, these take up figures would
suggest a 5-10 year average rate of development in the range 3-5 ha p.a. There
may be a higher rate for next couple of years as a result of completion of the
Sturmer business park and the second phase of the Skyline 120 development, or
if Maltings Lane business park comes forward. This 3-5 ha per year estimate
would presuppose that there is no change in utilisation of the current stock or
loss of employment land that would have a significant effect on market demand
for new development.
So far as existing premises are concerned, the current vacancy rate is
comparable to the regional and national average. Since 1998 it has not been
lower. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the existing stock will not
absorb any more of the growing demand for space than it has in the past.
Depending on future decisions on land use designations, there is likely to be
some loss of currently designated employment land. Specific sites that may or
should be reallocated to other uses are discussed in the next chapter. Many of
these sites are currently vacant or under used. It is not likely that their
redevelopment for other uses would have any significant direct impact on
overall demand as a result of displacement of existing businesses. In any event,
we would expect some, and in places possibly a substantial, element of mixed
use development on these sites including B1-8 space, though this remains to be
seen.
Against these potential losses should be set the opportunities for office
development in Braintree and Witham town centres and from time to time
there will be more intensive redevelopment of sites within existing industrial
estates. The effect of these factors on overall B1-8 land requirement would be
very difficult to quantify with any reliability, and they have not been included in
our analysis.

6.3

Comparison with the UWE Study

In 2006, UWE’s Mid-Essex Economic Futures Study also made an assessment of
the requirement for employment land. This study adopted a theoretical rather
than a market approach based on employment forecasts translated into a land
requirement making various high and low assumptions for plot ratios and
average employment density for all “bulk uses”. They then applied these
assumptions to their “Business as Usual” and “Enhanced Growth” job forecasts.
This approach is broadly in line with one strand of the methodology advised in
the guidance on employment land reviews. But, as discussed earlier, it is very
sensitive to assumptions on employment density that can vary widely, not only
by use and occupier but also over time. There is very little data on employment
density, and hardly any of it local. It should also be noted that the employment
forecast and employment density approach to estimating demand does not
take account of property market forces or cycles.
Some of the UWE estimates for Braintree are set out in Table 6.118. The
Business as Usual projection estimated an increase of 3300 jobs 2005-21 (all
sectors), compared with an extra 9900 jobs for the same period in the Enhanced
Growth projection.

18
. They also included 24% and 80% plot ratio (the ratio of floor area to site area) estimates not shown in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6-1: UWE employment land projections 2005-21 (bulk uses)

Employment forecast
Business as usual
Enhanced growth

Low Floorspace
projection and
45% plot ratio
19
57

High Floorspace
projection and
45% plot ratio
46
138

These estimates cover a very wide range of possible land requirement.
Assuming a conventional 40% plot ratio for B1-8, the Enhanced Growth scenario
equates to 4-10 hectares per year. However, this figure is not directly
comparable as it includes retail, and the UWE report makes no mention of how
much of the total requirement should be allocated in specific sites at any one
time.

6.4

Conclusion

We propose that the Council plans for a demand for employment development
based on 3-5 hectares per year across the cycle. This would equate to a total of
57-95 hectares for the nineteen years of the 2007-26 plan period, unless
amended as a result of review of take-up during the intervening years. Secondly,
we propose that specific sites be identified for at least seven years to reflect the
five years’ supply plus a two year margin for pipeline projects. This requirement
should not include any allowance for windfall sites as they cannot be specifically
identified. The take up of land will vary considerably from year to year and
across the economic cycle so the plan should make specific provision, not for an
annual take up rate, but for at least seven years supply – i.e. 21-36 hectares at
all times during the plan period.
The sites will need to be available in quantities and in sustainable locations
across the District to serve a full range of market requirements. They should
also be ready for development without commercially insurmountable initial
costs for reclamation or provision of services. The proposed allocation of sites is
discussed in the next chapter.
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7

Supply and market balance

7.1

Assessment of existing employment sites

B1-8 activities are a crucial and very positive part of the local economy. They
are also a source of jobs for many residents who would otherwise need to
commute further afield to work. Where they are sited in appropriate locations
current policy is generally to encourage these activities and to resist their loss.
In Witham, Braintree, Halstead and on the fringes of Haverhill, much of the
District’s employment floorspace is concentrated on established industrial
estates. There are also smaller estates in or near the surrounding villages. These
estates are allocated for employment in the current Local Plan Review, and in
the main, there will be a presumption that B1-8 designations will in due course
be maintained in the Local Development Framework (LDF).
Other groups of industrial uses evolved in a more ad hoc manner that frequently
comprising lower quality space for less intensive uses on less obviously
appropriate sites. In addition, there are individual premises either within the
built up areas or in open countryside. For many of these employment sites, the
uses would not be in the specific location had they been planned. Nevertheless,
where there are no significant bad neighbour issues or other problems, it is
presumed that they will continue as employment sites. In a few cases it may be
more appropriate to reallocate the site for residential, mixed-use or other
purposes.
The last chapter reviewed the long term demand for employment land and
concluded that at 3-5 hectares per year, 57-95 hectares will be needed by
2026, of which 21-36 hectares should be specifically identified in a variety of
sizes and locations to ensure a seven year supply of land at the outset of the
LDF.
Before determining whether, and if so where, additional provision is required, it
is necessary to consider whether there are any existing sites within the District
that are unsuitable for modern industrial or warehouse activities, or whether
there is some other priority for use of the land. We have not attempted a
comprehensive analysis of the options for every site, but have reviewed only
those sites where we have been advised by the Council that there is likely to be
an issue over future use. The list of sites assessed and our conclusions is set out
in Table 7.1.
In undertaking this assessment, we have had the following considerations in
mind. Firstly, sites in employment use should be retained unless:
•
•
•
•

there are bad neighbour issues that need to be resolved, or
they are no longer suitable for B1-8, for instance because of poor
access; or
there is unlikely to be sufficient demand for productive use of the
whole site; or
in exceptional circumstances where there is an alternative use that
should take precedence, because it is highly desirable and cannot
reasonably be located anywhere else.

Secondly, where a site is too large to justify reserving the whole area for
employment use, consideration should be given to mixed use development
which, where appropriate, might include an element of workshops, small offices
or other uses compatible with redevelopment of the site for other purposes. In
these circumstances, the Council should seek comprehensive rather than
piecemeal solutions, not only in order that all the uses on the site can be
planned so that they are compatible with each other, but also so that where
necessary employment development can be cross-subsidised by more profitable
residential or other uses elsewhere on the site.
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Table 7-1: Assessment of specific sites considered for redesignation
UCS Site
No.

BOB 39

WCC 66

BOS 10

BOS 12

BOS 33

Employment
Land Review
Site Number

Comment

Site

Issue

description

Braintree 122

ECC Social
Services,
Tabor House,
Coggeshall
Road,
Braintree

Retain as offices

Witham 133

ECC Social
Services,
Witham
Station Car
Park

Retain as offices

Proposed action

• Occupied as at August 2007
• Proposed for BDC and ECC offices

Retain for
employment

• Vacant as at August 2007.

Retain for
employment.

• Currently in use.
• The rear part of the car park is leased

Braintree 141

Causeway
House,
Bocking End,
Braintree

BDC is likely to
vacate

Braintree 127

Former
Department
of
Employment,
Panfield
Lane,
Braintree

Potential for
conversion or
redevelopment for
office purposes

Braintree 105

Braintree
College,
Bocking

The College were
considering
relocating and
releasing the site.

from the cricket club and would
remain as a car park serving the cricket
club
• May be difficult to subdivide, but BDC
likely to market the building in due
course

Retain for
employment.

• Possibly suitable for subdivision for

small offices and starter units
depending on internal layout.
• Vacant as at August 2007.
• May need BDC to act as catalyst

• Latest information is that relocation is

uncertain.

• Currently in use

Retain for
employment.

Retain as college
until such time as
any specific
relocation proposals
emerge.

• There is continuing demand for

BRC 01

BRC 03

BRC 25

Braintree 1

Braintree 96,
97

n/a

Broomhills
estate, off
Pods Brook
Road,
Braintree

Employment or
residential?

Quest Motors
and tile shop
+ ATS, Rayne
Road,
Braintree

Employment or
residential?

Bus Park,
Manor Street
Car Park,
Manor Street,
Braintree

Complex
redevelopment
involving listed
building, retention
of bus facilities, car
parking and
probably some
offices

cheaper B2/B8 premises and no
compelling reason for redesignation.
• Currently in active use.
• Value of existing units makes large
scale redevelopment for employment
use unlikely in the short term in any
event
• Site suitable for industrial/commercial

or showroom uses and is not a good
housing site.
• Currently in retail use.
• This site needs further work.
• All components currently in use.
• Potential dependent on

•

•
•

BRC 42,
BRC 44

Braintree 106

East Street
sites, East
Street,
Braintree

Are these sites still
suitable for B2/B8?

•
•

•
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accommodating other site
requirements, but a good location for
town centre offices with parking.
Capacity for office use depends on
amount of space elsewhere in town
centre.
Not a suitable location for offices. Not
central & poor immediate environment
Pattern of existing buildings suggests
fragmented ownership
Land assembly will be key to better
quality residential development
Should retain as employment unless
BDC prepared to take an active role in
a comprehensive redevelopment.
Several units vacant but some active

Retain for
employment.

Retain for
employment.

Allocate as mixed
use site to be
specified in a brief

Retain for
employment.
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Braintree 116

Crossman
House,
Station
Approach,
Braintree

Redevelop for
residential?

BRE 17

Braintree 151

Kalestead
Works,
Cressing
Road,
Braintree

Redevelop for
residential?

BRS 07

Braintree 147

Rifle Hill
Works, Rifle
Hill, Braintree

Redevelop for
residential?

BRC 76

EAR 08

FEE 09

HSA 19
HSA 20

• Currently in use
• Appears to be physically sound
• Depending on internal layout might

lend itself to subdivision in which case
the building may be worth more than
the development value of the land it
occupies for B1 use.

• In use – office/distribution
• Surrounded by housing which might

restrict ‘nuisance’ commercial activities
• Limited access/parking

• Vacant and derelict
• Surrounded by housing

Retain for
employment.

Allocate for
residential

Allocate for
residential

• Occupied building surrounded by

North of
District 48

The Mill
Store,
Foundry
Lane, Earl's
Colne

n/a

Ridgeons
Store,
Feering Hill,
Feering

Halstead 65,
66, 67, 78 and
79

Car park,
Broton Drive
Gas Valve
Compound,
Rosemary
Lane and
industry to
the south,
Halstead

residential.

Redevelop for
residential?

Employment or
residential?

• The building may be worth more than

the development value of the land it
occupies for B1 use.
• Suitable for employment or residential
• Site occupied
• Suitable for industrial/commercial uses

and no compelling reason for
redesignation.
• Provides local employment

Allocate for
residential.

Retain for
employment.

• Currently largely vacant
• Part falls within Town Centre boundary

Possible
retail/community/
car parking,

therefore suitable for retail

• Poor access for B2/B8 and limited

redevelopment potential

Allocate for
retail/mixed use

• Site potential for food store,

community centre and car parking

• Small site adjacent to a residential area

sloping away sharply from road.

HSA 28

Halstead 100

Fenn Road
Highways
depot, Fenn
Road,
Halstead

Employment or
residential?

• Low intensity use at August 2007
• Slope would significantly add to

•
•
•

HSA 29

Halstead 103

Central Piling
warehouse,
opposite
entrance to
Bluebridge
estate,
Colchester
Road,
Halstead

•

Could be either
employment or
residential

•

•
•

•

KEL 05

South of
District 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24

Industrial
estate,
Station Road,
Kelvedon

UCS site for mixed
use

•
•
•
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redevelopment costs and restrict
redevelopment layout options and
internal access for larger vehicles,
Not suitable for B1/B2/B8
redevelopment
Currently in low intensity use and
occupants proposing to vacate
In principle suitable for either
employment or residential
Remote from the trunk road network
for B8.
Current access on a blind corner. Not
clear whether site lines could be
resolved by acquisition of adjoining
building.
Access from adjoining site may not be
possible due to levels problem
Viability of redevelopment options
could substantially depend on the
layout and cost implications of
providing acceptable access
Planning permission for residential on
site adjacent to railway.
Site well located in relation to the High
Street and the Station
Currently in use
Provides local employment

Allocate for
residential

County Highways to
be consulted
regarding access
requirements for
employment or
residential.
Review proposed
designation in light
of access
requirements and
viability

Mixed-use
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• Two sites mostly currently occupied for
•

SIB 12

North of
District 27

Rippers
Industrial
Area, Station
Road, Sible
Hedingham

Employment or
residential?

•
•
•

SIB 02

No UCS
site
reference

No UCS
site
reference

•
•
•

North of
District 28, 29

Premdor site,
Station Road,
Sible
Hedingham

Employment or
Residential

North of
District 1,2,3,4

Middleton
Hall industrial
estate,
Middleton
near Sudbury

Employment or
residential?

Hunnable
Estate,
Toppesfield
Road,
Great
Yeldham

Employment or
residential?

North of
District 13-25

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SVE 09

South of
District 2

Former
Crittall
Factory,
Silver End

Employment or
residential?

•
•
•

•
•

No UCS
site
reference

South of
District 1

Rivenhall
Airfield, Silver
End

Allocation for
employment use?

•
•

•

No UCS
site
reference

No UCS
site
reference

North of
District 5

North of
District 31-33

Former IFF
factory,
Liston

Gosfield
Airfield,
Gosfield

•
•

Allocation for
employment use

• Large site in rural location
• Some industrial use
• There are more appropriate sites for

B1-8 use in the area, and no
justification for intensifying the use of
this site.
• Provides local employment
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mostly low intensity uses including
haulage. Joinery workshop
The sites are generally well screened
and have adequate access
The is a reasonable location and should
be retained.
Remote from the trunk road network
for B8.
Redevelopment for employment use
probably not currently viable but
might become so if estate deteriorates
Provides local employment
Currently in use
The is a reasonable location with
adequate access
Used primarily for joinery business
Outdated buildings
Provides local employment
Remote site. Redevelopment for B1 or
B8 might require major improvements
to access. Demand for B1 probably
very limited.
Poor quality buildings currently used
at low intensity employment
Not suitable for redevelopment
Provides local employment
Poor quality buildings but reasonable
access for all but largest vehicles
Remote from the trunk road network
for B8. Low site density
Buildings underutilised or vacant.
Size of site probably exceeds demand
for employment space in this location.
Provides local employment
Large site in centre of village. Mostly
vacant
Size of site probably exceeds demand
for employment space in this location.
Remote from the trunk road network
for B8.
Needs comprehensive solution
Redevelopment must be compatible
with modern movement style of Silver
End
Provides some local employment
Large site in a remote location,
currently either vacant or very low
intensity use
Remote from trunk road network for
B8
There are more appropriate sites for
B1-8 use in the area, and no
justification for intensifying the use of
this site.
Large vacant site and premises in a
remote location
Size of site probably exceeds demand
for employment space in this location.
Needs comprehensive solution.

Retain for
employment

Retain for
employment

Retain for
employment

Allocate for mixed
use
housing/workshop
development

Propose study to
explore the
potential for mixed
use employment/
residential
redevelopment

Do not allocate for
any specific
development
purpose

Feasibility studies
needed to explore
the potential before
any decision on
land use allocation
Do not allocate for
any specific
development
purpose
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7.2

Quantum of allocated employment land

If the specific site proposals in Table 7.1 are accepted, the 39ha of allocated
employment land identified in Table 5.10 would be reduced by the exclusion of
the former IFF factory, the former Crittall Factory, some sites around Broton
Drive in Halstead, and several smaller sites. These are listed in Table 8.2 below.
These proposals would reduce the allocated B1-8 land to 32.5ha (see Table 7.2)
excluding land used for B1-8 as part of mixed-use redevelopments.
This total area of land specifically allocated is towards the upper end of the 2136 ha estimate (representing a little over 6-10 years’ supply at 3-5 ha per year).
It would be sufficient for the East of England Draft Guidance formulation of five
years assuming an additional two years for “frictional margin”. There would be
some additional B1-8 development for offices on town centre land in Braintree,
and some industrial, warehouse or small workshop development on sites
reallocated to mixed-use, for instance at Great Yeldham, and Silver End. These
contributions have not been included in the Table 7.2 totals.
Table 7-2: Vacant land allocated for employment development

Number
of sites

Total site area
(ha)

Springwood Industrial Estate

4

3.0

Great Notley

Site at A120

2

7.8

Witham

Eastways Industrial Estate

6

4.3

Witham

Maltings Lane

1

10.2

Halstead

Bluebridge Industrial Estate

1

3.6

Sturmer

Haverhill Business Park

1

3.6

Settlement

Industrial Estate

Braintree

Total

32.5

7.3

Urban Capacity Study

7.3.1

Sites considered or rejected for residential reallocation

The last attribute noted for each site is the amount of employment land
proposed for reallocation to residential or mixed use development in this study
and the concurrent Urban Capacity Study (see Table 7.1). The results are shown
in Table7.3.
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Table 7-3: Employment sites in Braintree District considered in the Urban Capacity
Study 2007

Location

Employment floorspace
accepted for reallocation as residential
or mixed use (square
metres)

% of all employment
floorspace accepted for
re-allocation as
residential or mixed-use

Braintree

17,382

4

Witham

6,507

1

Halstead

1,883

2

North of District

0

0

South of District

3,099

6

Braintree
District total

28,871

2.7

NB: See Volume 2 (Site Schedules) and Volume 3 (mapping) for exact locations
of employment floorspace outlined.

7.4

A choice of suitable sites – size and location

7.4.1

Town centre sites

There is an identified and established demand for small offices in Braintree and
Witham, and some potential occupiers will prefer a town centre to an out-oftown location. It is unlikely that there will be a significant demand for small
purpose built offices in Halstead or in the smaller settlements. The potential for
serving this demand will depend on the availability of sites and sufficient car
parking will be essential in order to attract occupiers.
In Braintree there are possibilities for some offices in a mixed use redevelopment
of the Bus Park site in Manor St. and also for conversion of the former
Department of Employment premises in Panfield Lane. In both cases feasibility
analyses would be needed, and implementation may require some active
involvement from the Council. Other options may also emerge during the plan
period. These developments could also include very small “business centre”
serviced starter accommodation. Similar opportunities may also emerge in
Witham. In order to preserve these opportunities, the designations of existing
employment sites should generally be maintained.
7.4.2

Edge of town sites

Our site survey identified the employment sites that are currently both
designated and available for development (including those where space was
under construction at the time of the survey). In terms of land area, these sites
follow a similar distribution within the District to the existing floorspace with the
largest provision in Witham and Braintree and most of the remainder at Halstead
and Sturmer. In terms of size, there are 8-10 ha greenfield sites for business
park type development at Great Notley and Maltings Lane, next to A12 and
A120 junctions respectively. Within or adjacent to the major industrial estates in
Witham and Springwood, the sites range in size from 0.2 ha to 1.5 ha. At both
Halstead and Sturmer (Haverhill) the available sites comprise 3.6 ha.
This range of size and location should provide for all but the largest industrial
and warehouse uses, or those with specialist requirements not likely to be found
anywhere in Braintree. They should also offer suitable land for development of
business park style offices, and premises for B1b uses such as laboratories or
studios. The forward supply of these sites will need to be reviewed to ensure
that, so far as is practical, there are sites for the main market segments over the
ensuing seven years. If not, further designations will need to be made.
7.4.3

Rural sites

There may also be a future demand for small-scale rural business developments,
such as at Threshelfords in Feering. Where there is sufficient demand and
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justification, these developments can be incorporated into mixed-use schemes
because they are small scale – for instance on former industrial sites allocated to
residential (similar to Atlas Works, Earls Colne).

7.5

Availability of services for development land

One important consideration is the immediate availability of the land. Unless
adequate access and services are already provided to the site boundary, there
may be a long lead time and/or a high initial cost before development can take
place. In these circumstances, the land may to all intents and purposes be
unavailable until necessary off-site works have been implemented.
We have not undertaken any detailed analysis of the availability of services.
What follows is a high level indicative assessment based on information provided
by the Council (see Table 7.4). It should nevertheless be sufficient to establish
that services are not a practical constraint on the actual availability of any of the
allocated sites. In general there should be no exceptional reclamation or site
preparation issues except for the Bluebridge Estate extension site
Table 7-4: Access and services to the main allocated employment sites

Location

Area

Eastways Industrial
Six sites
Estate, Witham
Total 4.3 ha
Maltings Lane, Witham 10.2 ha
Springwood Industrial
Estate, Braintree
Skyline 120 Business
Park, Great Notley,
Braintree

Four sites
Total 3.0 ha
Two sites
Total 7.8 ha

Bluebridge Industrial
Estate, Halstead
site north of 5th
Avenue,

3.6ha

Haverhill Business Park, 3.6 ha
Sturmer

7.6

Comment
No expected problems with service provision as
part of an already developed industrial area
No expected problems.
Main spine road constructed. Internal roads
needed. Has outline planning permission.
No expected problems with service provision as
part of an already developed industrial estate
Internal roads are needed but they have been
developed when needed with the construction
of the units. Site has outline planning
permission. Reserved matters applications for
the first phase have been submitted and
approved gradually.
This site will need a considerable lead time for
site preparation and levelling. Extension of
existing industrial estate road needed etc. The
site has recently been granted outline planning
permission.
Roads and service provision in place. Units being
gradually constructed.

Major changes affecting demand during the plan
period

Most likely, there will be some changes that take place during the plan period
that are not anticipated, and for which no specific provision should be made.
The most obvious example is that employment development takes place faster
or slower than the anticipated rate. Similarly some industrial or distribution
innovation might create a new market segment that did not previously exist but
requires employment land within the District. In both these cases flexibility and
review are key.
A third category of change is geographic. Either economic activities beyond the
borders of Braintree, such as the technology clusters around Cambridge, expand
to such an extent that they start seeking sites within the area, or improved
transport links bring Braintree within the orbit of external employment locations.
At present the Cambridge phenomenon is mostly confined to the City and South
Cambridgeshire and towards Huntingdon. As less than 1% of the Braintree
District workforce commuted to Cambridgeshire in 2001, it seems less likely that
skills within the Braintree population will encourage Cambridge technology firms
to locate so far south. Nevertheless this may change during the next twenty
years, particularly bearing in mind the Cambridge technology phenomenon itself
has developed almost entirely in the last thirty years.
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One factor that might be anticipated is the effect of the recently completed
dualling of the A120 between Braintree and Stansted, which brings Braintree
within twenty minutes of the airport. The Skyline 120 development is already
taking advantage of this road. It may be that the combination of airport related
expansion at Stansted and a very good road link will generate a step change in
demand for new B1-8 floorspace in the A120 corridor. If so, there is a case for a
forward looking plan to make provision for this eventuality. This would be in the
form of advance designation and early stage proposals for a new business park
adjacent to the A120 that could come on stream in, say, five years’ time should
there be insufficient currently allocated land at Great Notley and Springwood to
meet burgeoning demand.
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8

Summary, conclusions and
recommendations

8.1

The task

In summary, the Local Planning Authority is required to:
•

Ensure that suitable locations are available for industrial, commercial and
similar developments so that the economy can prosper;

•

Provide for choice, flexibility and competition; and

•

Be realistic in their assessment of the needs of business.

In pursuing these aims the ODPM Guidance on employment land reviews
specifies that they should focus on offices (both in town centres and elsewhere),
light and general industry, wholesale and freight distribution, and high
technology premises.
The reviews should include related specialised
employment land requirements, but retail is specifically excluded.
The purpose of the reviews is to provide an audit of current supply and demand,
estimate future supply and demand both quantitatively and qualitatively, assess
the suitability of individual sites and identify those not likely to be required, and
make recommendations for any related policies.
There is no stipulation either in PPS/PPG or in the ODPM 2004 Guidance Note on
Employment Land reviews on how much land should be provided, nor on how
far into the future sufficient sites should be identified by specific designations.
However, the Roger Tym Draft Guidance for the East of England proposes that
reviews should:
•
identify enough immediately available (unconstrained) sites for five years
ahead, plus a provision for schemes in the planning and development
pipeline, which we have interpreted as an additional two years’ supply;
•
“For the rest of the Plan period, identify land in broader terms, including
some sites which are currently constrained, broad areas and perhaps an
allowance for windfalls.”
In this study we have undertaken the first task, but have not pursued the second
in detail as longer term employment locations will depend on wider decisions
not yet taken about the Council’s overall core settlement strategy.

8.2

Survey results

8.3

Future demand

Within Braintree District, 491 separate employment sites were surveyed. These
tended to be concentrated toward the south of the District, including in Witham
and Braintree itself. Of the 890,000 m² of floorspace surveyed, 39% is in office,
light industry or similar use, 43% general industry, and 17% warehouse. Nearly
half the floorspace is in Witham and 30% in Braintree. Intensity of use tends to
be greater in urban than in rural areas. Derelict or outdated units are most
prevalent outside the main urban areas. Across the District, vacancy rates are
similar to the regional average.

There are a variety of employment forecasts for Braintree District prepared in
2006, including UWE “Business As Usual” (+3300 jobs 2005-21), UWE “Enhanced
Growth” (+9900 jobs 2005-21), and three SQW/Cambridge Econometrics
forecasts ranging from +10,800 to +14,100 for the period 2005-25. A common
feature of all these forecasts is a substantial reduction in manufacturing
employment.
Even assuming that the forecasts turn out to be reasonably accurate, to
translate these employment forecasts into land supply would require very high
level assumptions on local employment densities and how they are likely to
change in the future, for which there is little or no evidence. Instead we have
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relied on commercial property market analysis and on evidence of historic rates
of take up of employment land.
On this basis we estimate that the market is likely to require 3-5 hectares per
year across the economic cycle of land for employment development, and we
propose that the Council should identify specific sites for at least seven years
ahead. As the rate of take up is unlikely to be even, this should be interpreted as
a requirement for specifically allocated land of 21-35 ha.
The sites will need to be available at quantities and in locations throughout the
District to serve a full range of market requirements and should be ready for
development without commercially insurmountable initial costs for reclamation
or provision of services. The market segments for which sites and premises
should be available can be classified as follows, though by no means all potential
employment uses will fall into these categories.

Offices
•

Town centre style offices 500+m2 in Witham and Braintree – limited
demand

•

Smaller town centre offices. Typically 300m2 or less

•

‘Business Park’ style offices.

•

Business Centres – small serviced units for start ups etc

Industry and warehouses
•

Service sector companies with national distribution networks – often
customised large units of 10,000+m2

•

Contract carriers – often short leases and seldom customised.

•

Local or smaller companies or local distribution facilities

•

Larger Industrial concerns - often the requirement is for bespoke plan and
quick planning/construction, likely to be rare;

•

Smaller industrial concerns – vary enormously but frequently require
standard units

Preferably the range of site type and location should be as wide as possible so
that sites are available for future employers who do not fit neatly into a market
segment category.

8.4

Future supply

In undertaking our assessment of allocated sites, we have had the following
considerations in mind. Firstly, sites in employment use should be retained
unless:
•

there are bad neighbour issues that need to be resolved, or

•

they are no longer suitable for B1-8, for instance because of poor
access; or

•

there is unlikely to be sufficient demand for productive use of the
whole site; or

•

there are other uses which should take precedence.
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Of the 39 hectares of employment land in current or previous B1-8 use or
allocated in the Local Plan Review, we concluded that the demand for
future employment development is unlikely to justify retention of all the
sites of the former IFF factory at Liston and the factory at Silver End , and we
are advised that part of the site at Broton Drive in Halstead is being
considered for car parking/community as part of a mixed use development.
If these sites, and several smaller ones listed in Table 8.2 are released, then
32.5 ha would remain for development (See Table 8.1).
Table 8-1: Vacant land allocated for employment development

Number
of sites

Total site area
(ha)

Springwood Industrial Estate

4

3.0

Great Notley

Site at A120

2

7.8

Witham

Eastways Industrial Estate

6

4.3

Witham

Maltings Lane

1

10.2

Halstead

Bluebridge Industrial Estate

1

3.6

Sturmer

Haverhill Business Park

1

3.6

Settlement

Industrial Estate

Braintree

Total

32.5

We have not undertaken any detailed analysis of the availability of infrastructure
services to the allocated development sites. Based on information provided by
the Council, we conclude that services are not a practical constraint on the
actual availability of any of the sites, though extensive site preparation will be
needed before development of the Bluebridge Estate extension in Halstead.
At an average take up rate of 3-5 ha per year this would equate to 6-10 years’
provision, which would be sufficient, following advice contained in the Roger
Tym Report draft East of England Guidance.
8.4.1

A choice of suitable sites – size and location

In terms of land area, the allocated sites follow a similar distribution within the
District to the existing floorspace with the largest provision in Witham and
Braintree and most of the remainder at Halstead and Sturmer. In terms of size,
there are 8-10 ha greenfield sites at Great Notley and Maltings Lane next to
A120 and A12 junctions respectively, which are suitable for business park type
development. Within or adjacent to the major industrial estates in Witham and
Springwood, the sites range in size from 0.2 ha to 1.5 ha. At both Halstead and
Sturmer (Haverhill) the available sites are 3.6 ha.
This range of size and location should provide for all but the largest industrial
and warehouse uses, or those with specialist requirements not likely to be found
anywhere in Braintree. They should also offer suitable land for development of
business park style offices, and premises for B1b uses such as laboratories or
studios.
There may also be a future demand for small scale rural business developments,
such as at Threshelfords in Feering. Where there is sufficient demand and
justification, these developments can be incorporated into mixed use,
predominantly residential, schemes because they are small scale – for instance
on former industrial sites allocated to residential.
There is an identified and established demand for small offices in Braintree and
Witham, and some potential occupiers will prefer a town centre to an out-oftown location. It is unlikely that there will be a significant demand for small
purpose built offices in Halstead or in the smaller settlements. The potential for
serving this demand will depend on the availability of sites and sufficient car
parking will be essential in order to attract occupiers.
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In Braintree there are possibilities for some offices in a mixed use redevelopment
of the Bus Park site in Manor St. and also for conversion of the former
Department of Employment premises in Panfield Lane. In both cases feasibility
analyses would be needed, and implementation may require some active
involvement from the Council. These developments could include very small
“business centre” serviced starter accommodation. Other options may emerge
during the plan period, and similar opportunities may also emerge in Witham.
In order to preserve these opportunities, the designations of existing
employment sites should generally be maintained.

8.5

Recommendations

Our recommendations for employment land in Braintree for the next twenty
years are as follows:
a.

Generally, sites in current or recent employment use should continue to
be retained for offices, industry, warehousing or similar purposes, unless:
o

the site or location is unsuitable for modern standards of
development, or

o

the consequence would be a bad neighbour to adjacent sites

b.

Provision should be made for 3-5ha per year throughout the period with
allocation of specific sites sufficient for seven years development (i.e. 2135 ha) at all times during the plan period.

c.

The sites identified should be ready for development, and should be
suitable for development for all the identified market segments requiring
B1-8 space.

d.

There should be a geographic distribution of sites but concentrated
mainly in and around Braintree, Witham and Halstead.

e.

Our recommendations for the sites we were asked to review are set out
in Table 7.1. The employment sites proposed for consideration for other
uses are listed in Table 8.2.

f.

Consideration should be given to designation of a new business park site
in the A120 corridor in the vicinity of Braintree to provide for new
demand generated by airport related and other expansion at Stansted.

g.

Where it is proposed to reallocate current employment sites to
residential or other uses, consideration should be given to the possibilities
for providing small office and workshop space as part of a mixed-use
development.

h.

Consideration should be given to active promotion of new small offices
with sufficient parking in Braintree and Witham town centres.

i.

Throughout the plan period, the provision of land for employment
development should be kept under regular review in relation to market
conditions and requirements at the time.

j.

The policies relating to employment land allocations and employment
development should include sufficient flexibility to allow for desirable
employment projects to be implemented on other sites where it is
appropriate to do so. This applies particularly to larger one-off schemes
which may not be able to find an appropriate site on designated land.
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Table 8-2: Assessment of specific sites

UCS Site
No (where
applicable)

Employment Land Review Site
number

Site description

Proposed action

Bus Park, Manor Street Car Park

Allocate as mixed use site including some
small offices

BRC 25

n/a

BRE 17

Braintree 151

Kalestead Works

Allocate for residential

BRS 07

Braintree 147

Rifle Hill Works

Allocate for residential

EAR 08

North of District 48

The Mill Store, Earl's Colne

Allocate for residential.

HSA 19
HSA 20

Halstead 65, 66,67, 78,79

Car park, Broton Drive Gas Valve
Compound, Rosemary Lane and
industry to the south

Allocate for retail/mixed use

HSA 28

Halstead 100

Fenn Road Highways depot

Allocate for residential

HSA 29

Halstead 103

Central Piling Warehouse, Halstead

Site suspended from residential or
employment consideration until traffic
engineers’ report on access

KEL 05

South of District 17-24

Industrial Estate, Station Road,
Kelvedon

Allocate for residential/mixed use

SIB 16

North of District 27

Industrial Area, Station Road, Sible
Hedingham

Allocate for residential

SVE 09

South of District 2

n/a

North of District 13-25

Former Crittalls factory
Silver End
Hunnable Estate
Great Yeldham

Propose study to explore the potential for
mixed use employment/residential/retail
redevelopment
Allocate for mixed use housing/workshop
development

n/a

South of District 1

Rivenhall Airfield

Do not allocate for any specific
development purpose

n/a

North of District 5

Former IFF factory

Propose study to explore the potential
before any decision on land use allocation
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